
 

Agreement 

 

This agreement is concluded between the Crosspark Reiteralm 8973 Schladming Preunegg 66 

(which will only be stated as CP below) and the following organizer: 

 

 

Organization/ Team/ Ski-club 

 

 

Represented through: 

 

E-Mail: 

Phone/ Mobil: 

accommodation: 

first and last day of training: 

number of athletes:    number of supervisors: 

category:      level:  

Trainer: a.)     c.) 

  b.)     d.) 

 

 

The Crosspark is proved by the CP for the organizer to conduct training runs within the 

marked practice course. 

 

The CP declines any liability towards accidents associated with training runs concerning 

athletes or third parties. The organizer declares to take full and exclusive liability for the 

provided practice course and obligates himself to meet the necessary safety measures for the 

training runs he organizes to ensure physical safety for the athletes as well as public skiers. 

This includes the proper location of the race track, for which he takes full responsibility, 

furthermore the clear demarcation and protection from the public slope, the proper 

maintenance and monitoring of the course and the facility. 

 

The organizer is aware of the fact that the execution of training runs outside of the marked 

training grounds / Crosspark is only possible after consulting with the Reiteralm Bergbahnen 

(mountain railways) and this agreement therefor has no validity. 

 

The organizer must locate and secure the race track appropriately to ensure that racers who 

go astray of the course will not endanger themselves nor third parties.  

 

The organizer must abide by the regulations of IWO established by FIS. 

 



The organizer must close the training course, which is operated by him, off and must monitor 

the compliance of the prohibition, to guarantee, that the race course is not used by 

unauthorized athletes/people. 

 

Overall the organizer must set up the proper safety measures, doing this completely 

independently, in a way to avoid danger to its maximum extent for athletes and third parties. 

 

Entering or using the trainer towers (3 pieces) on the track must be permitted by the park 

operators (receiving the key) at one’s own risk. 

 

Should for whatever reasons, the CP be claimed by someone for damages, because he was 

harmed in connection with the facility of the organizer or by the operating of one of these 

facilities, the organizer obligates himself towards the CP free and harmless of all third party 

claims.  

 

After termination of every event (e.g. training period) the organizer must remove all barrier 

materials, which are located at road junctions (e.g. Ski way), after the training period and 

must store them at a suitable and safe place. 

 

Overtaking is prohibited for athletes and trainers at all lift systems. 

 

ATTENTION: ski passes are not transferable! 

If the passes are transmitted or used improperly they can be withdrawn by representatives of 

Reiteralm Bergbahnen (mountain railways). 

 

The organizer is obligated to leave the CP the way as it was taken over (e.g. Trash, Yellow 

Snow) 

 

Reference is expressly made to the fact that the entire Crosspark is being surveilled by video 

and that willful destruction and/ or theft will be reported to the authorities with no exceptions 

made. 

 

The trainer(s) on-site are vicarious agents of the organizer and as such personally responsible 

for the compliance of the organizers behooving slope-safety duties. Their behavior will 

directly be attributed to the organizer, so that he has to own up to their fault as for his own.   

 

Trainer and organizer adhere toward the CP solitarily for all the responsibilities of this 

agreement. Therefor as a sign of consent the objective agreement will also be cosigned by the 

responsible trainers. 

 

 

 



Reiteralm, on the ………………………….. Signature & Name of the responsible 

trainer(s) in capital letters 

...................................................................

................................................................... 

...................................................................

................................................................... 

 


